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prevails, just as in the wards and rooms, 
meals are prepared three times each day, no small task even with 
the most modern conveniences.-

Over six hundred

The heating is done in a great central heating plant in 
which new boilers have just been installed. The water supp1y is 
handled through the hospital’s own filtration plant, providfng 
excellent drinking water entirely independent of the city 
system.
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Operating Room.
mmOne of the smaller buildings contains the operating room, 

a thoroughly modern theatre in which there is accommodation for 
medical students who come to Rockwood once a week for clinical 
work. There is also a pathological laboratory and museum which 
is rapidly being developed, the. very finest type of sterilization 
equipment and other necessary adjuncts.

The nurses’ home is another building and there comfortable 
and pleasant quarters are provided for the young ladies who are 
in training at Rockwood.
time training there, Miss Innés Johnson, a 'graduate of that 
hospital and also of New York hospitals, being the acting 
superintendent.
United States and Canada, and many of then today are holding 
important positions in Ann Arbor, Cleveland, New York and othefei 
large centres.
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Forty-six nurses are at the present

Graduates of Rockwood find favor all over the
Ii

The education of students is another feature that is well 
provided for. .Every Thursday the final year men from Queen's 
go to Rockwood for clinical studies. The various classes are 
in charge of Superintendent Dr. Ryan, Dr.W,T.Connell, Dr. Cumber- 

Dr. Baugh, and Dr. MyIks. The teaching consists of 
lectures and practical demonstrations. A special course in 
mental diseases has been added to the curriculum this year and 
a large number of students are taking advantage of it » Commun
ications have been received at the Hospital from institutions in 
New York State and other places asking for all the graduates of 
Rockwood that can be supplied and quite a number have already 
grue to such positions. Research work is also conducted. 
Professor Miller of Queen's University and Dr. Baugh being in- 
charge.
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Hot Baths Used.

Just as bodily ailments are of many different kinds re the
No two cases may le

Each new patient arriving at Rockwood 5 3
variety of mental afflictions is great, 
exactly alike.

•4mmediately put under observation and a cereful study made rf 
the case. Treatment suitable for the particular requirements
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